Cellular memory in eukaryotic chemotaxis
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Natural chemical gradients to which cells respond chemotactically
are often dynamic, with both spatial and temporal components. A
primary example is the social amoeba Dictyostelium, which migrates
to the source of traveling waves of chemoattractant as part of a
self-organized aggregation process. Despite its physiological importance, little is known about how cells migrate directionally in response to traveling waves. The classic back-of-the-wave problem is
how cells chemotax toward the wave source, even though the spatial gradient reverses direction in the back of the wave. Here, we
address this problem by using microfluidics to expose cells to traveling waves of chemoattractant with varying periods. We find that
cells exhibit memory and maintain directed motion toward the
wave source in the back of the wave for the natural period of
6 min, but increasingly reverse direction for longer wave periods.
Further insights into cellular memory are provided by experiments
quantifying cell motion and localization of a directional-sensing
marker after rapid gradient switches. The results can be explained
by a model that couples adaptive directional sensing to bistable
cellular memory. Our study shows how spatiotemporal cues can
guide cell migration over large distances.
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ukaryotic chemotaxis—the directed motion of cells along spatial gradients of chemicals—plays an essential role in a wide
variety of biological processes, including embryogenesis, neuronal
patterning, wound healing, and tumor dissemination (1–5), and
many of its molecular components are conserved across cell types
(6, 7). Much work has been devoted to understanding chemotaxis
in static gradients (8, 9) and has revealed that cells are highly sensitive to spatial cues (10, 11). Natural chemical gradients, however,
are often dynamic (12, 13), and chemotaxis in such environments
requires an integration of spatial and temporal cues which is
poorly understood. One striking example is the self-organized
chemoattractant field arising during the development of the
social amoeba Dictyostelium following nutrient deprivation. Here,
nondissipating waves of chemoattractant travel outward from aggregation centers and provide stable long-range cues to direct the
migration of cells toward the wave source. In a symmetric traveling
wave, the spatial gradients in the front and back halves of the wave
are equal in strength, but opposite in direction. Hence, if a cell
responded simply to spatial information, it would move forward
in the front of the wave and backward in the back of the wave.
Thus, additional processing is needed for cells to solve the
resulting back-of-the-wave problem (14) and to move efficiently
toward the wave source.
In principle, cells could distinguish between the front and back
of the wave by the temporal gradient—the concentration increases
in time in the front of the wave and decreases in time in the back
of the wave. Temporal gradient sensing plays a fundamental role
in bacterial chemotaxis (15) and entails keeping a short-term
memory of the stimulus via an adaptation system. Past studies
have suggested that short-term memory also plays a role in
eukaryotic chemotaxis. In spatially uniform concentrations of chemoattractant, neutrophils were observed to maintain their polarity
when the concentration was increasing, but reverse polarity when
the concentration was decreasing (16). Likewise, Dictyostelium
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and neutrophils were shown to exhibit chemokinetic responses to
temporal oscillations of chemoattractant (17, 18). The mechanisms underlying this behavior are not well understood. However, the directional sensing markers, activated Ras and its
downstream targets, have been shown to adapt on a timescale
of 10–30 s (19–21), providing a potential mechanism for shortterm memory.
In addition to short-term memory, migrating cells also exhibit
polarity, manifested by an elongated cell shape with a defined
front and rear and polarized distributions of signaling molecules.
During chemotaxis, cells polarize in the gradient direction and
can reverse their polarity when the gradient is changed (22–24).
In uniform chemoattractant, cells undergo a random walk with
a persistence time of ∼3–10 min (25–28). This persistence of
migration, which is likely tied to maintenance of polarity, is indicative of a long-term memory with a timescale similar to the
Dictyostelium wave period (∼6 min). Long-term memory could
enable cells to “remember” the gradient direction experienced in
the front of the wave, as the wave passes by. However, the precise roles of short- and long-term memory in solving the back-ofthe-wave problem have not been determined. In particular, it is
unclear how memory is coupled to directional sensing to enable
chemotaxis toward the source of a traveling chemical wave.
Here, we used microfluidics to gain quantitative insight into
the back-of-the-wave problem by measuring Dictyostelium chemotaxis in traveling waves of varying period. We found that, for
natural periods, cells exhibited cellular memory and maintained
direction toward the wave source in the back of the wave,
whereas for longer periods, cells increasingly reversed direction.
To connect this cellular behavior to known signaling pathways,
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we also characterized the response of a gradient sensing marker,
activated Ras, to rapid changes in spatial gradients and found
evidence for both short- and long-term memory at the level of Ras
activation. Our results can be explained by a model that couples an
adaptive directional sensing module to a bistable memory module
and provides a framework for understanding chemotaxis in
spatiotemporal gradients.
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Experimental Results and Discussion
First, we used microfluidics to study Dictyostelium chemotaxis in
traveling waves of cAMP. The microfluidic wave generator (Fig. 1A,
SI Text, and Figs. S1 and S2) periodically sweeps a hydrodynamically focused stream of cAMP across the chemotaxis channel.
Within one period, a bell-shaped profile of cAMP with a peak of
∼700 nM, created by the molecular diffusion out of the stream,
moves across the chemotaxis channel at a constant speed
(Fig. 1B) and generates spatiotemporal cues (Fig. 1B and Figs.
S1 and S2) similar to those measured for natural waves of cAMP
(29, 30). During aggregation, the period of natural waves
decreases from 10 to 6 min, as stable aggregation centers form
(31). We first tested chemotaxis of 5-h-developed cells in waves
with period T = 6 min. We tracked cells as they migrated in
response to the periodic traveling wave stimulus for up to 2 h and
measured the instantaneous chemotactic index, defined as the velocity in the direction toward the wave source divided by the speed,
CI = Vx/V, as a function of time from the passage of the peak of
the wave. Cells showed excellent chemotaxis during the passage
of the front of the wave, where the chemoattractant gradient
pointed toward the source and, surprisingly, maintained their
directed migration with only a slight decrease in CI in the back of
the wave, where the gradient was reversed (Fig. 1C).
Next, we increased the wave period by decreasing the wave
speed, while keeping the spatial profile constant. In the limit of
long period, or small wave speed, the spatial gradient experienced by the cell becomes almost static. Thus, we expected cells
to eventually reverse in the back of the wave because of the high
sensitivity of cells to static spatial gradients (10, 11). We found
that cells in waves with periods in the range of T = 6–10 min
maintained directed motion in the back of the waves for ∼2 min,

indicative of cellular memory (Fig. 1D). In T = 12 min waves, the
CI was detectably negative in the back of the wave and in waves
with T ≥ 16 min, cells fully reversed, consistent with our expectations. The average migration velocity <Vx>, computed as the net
average distance traveled per wave period toward the wave source
divided by the period T, decreased for increasing wave periods
(Fig. 1E).
To connect the observed behavior of cells in waves to known
signaling pathways, we studied the localization of a directional
sensing marker, activated Ras, using the Ras-binding domain of
Raf tagged to GFP (RBD-GFP) (32). Ras activation is an early
response of the chemotaxis network and activated Ras localizes
in patches at the front of the cell in a static gradient (33, 34). Several
experiments were also repeated with a downstream directionalsensing marker for phosphatidylinositol 3,4,5-trisphosphate (PIP3),
PH-GFP (35, 36). Cells were subjected to rapid, reversible switching
between an initial gradient and a final gradient in 2-μm-deep
microfluidic gradient chambers, where flattening of the cells facilitated both the imaging and application of well-defined linear
gradients (37) (Fig. S3). Linear spatial gradients in the chemotaxis
chambers were created by diffusion and their strength was a
function of the chamber length, L, and the cAMP concentration
in the two side channels, CR and CL: (CR − CL)/L (see SI Text
and ref. 37 for a discussion on how occlusion of the chamber by
the cell affects the local concentration profile).
We explored cellular memory by measuring the spatiotemporal dynamics of Ras activation when a gradient was suddenly
replaced with a uniform concentration. In the wave experiments,
the maximal response of the CI was observed for concentrations
between ∼10 and 100 nM, corresponding to relative spatial
gradients of ∼15–30% across a 10-μm cell (Fig. S2). To apply
comparable conditions, we subjected cells to linear gradients
0–100 nM (corresponding to the side-channel concentrations)
and studied cells in the center of the chamber of L = 120 μm,
experiencing a local mean concentration of 50 nM with a relative
spatial gradient of 17% across 10 μm. When cells in this gradient
were rapidly exposed to a uniform concentration of equal or
higher value, activated-Ras patches were maintained at the
old front (Fig. 2A). When cells experienced a drop in mean

Fig. 1. Wave behavior. (A) Schematic of microfluidic wave generator, with observation region indicated by white box. (B) Kymograph of cAMP concentration
measured with fluorescein dye. (C) Chemotactic index (CI) as a function of time with respect to the peak of the wave (T = 6 min; blue dots: individual cells;
black curve: binned average; dotted red line: cAMP concentration). Error bars are SEM. (D) Average CI as a function of time for different wave periods (min).
(E) Average velocity toward the wave source as a function of the phase of the wave for different periods (Upper) and average migration velocity as function
of wave period (Lower). Error bars represent day-to-day variation (see Materials and Methods).
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concentration, the patches disappeared immediately, but reappeared at the original front following a delay, which increased as
the final uniform concentration decreased (Fig. 2A). PIP3 localization displayed similar dynamics but with a delay in patch
disappearance of ∼6 s (Fig. S4A). Cell movement followed the
Ras-activation pattern: cells that experienced an increase in
concentration continued their movement in the original gradient direction until they exited the chamber, whereas those
that experienced a decrease in concentration stopped moving
when the activated-Ras patches disappeared and resumed
movement concurrent with patch reappearance (Fig. 2A).
To quantify the competition between cellular memory and the
ability of cells to respond to new gradients, we subjected cells in
a 0–100 nM gradient in a L = 70 μm chamber to reversals to
increasingly weaker gradients, while keeping the mean concentration experienced by the cell fixed. For equally strong reversed
gradients (100–0 nM), all cells reversed their migration, whereas
for intermediate gradients (75–25 nM), a fraction of the cells did
not reverse (5 of 17) and for weak gradients (60–40 nM), all cells
continued moving in the original direction (Fig. 2B). Furthermore,
after reversals to these weak gradients, activated Ras remained
predominantly localized in the old gradient direction (Fig. 2B),
indicating that cellular memory overcomes weak gradient cues at
the level of Ras activation. PIP3 localization followed the behavior
of Ras activation with relocalization in response to reversals to
strong gradients and persistent localization in response to reversals to weak gradients (Fig. S4B). To determine the stability of
cellular memory, we followed cells in weak reversed gradients
and uniform stimuli for longer periods following the switch using
longer chambers (L = 220 μm). We quantified the average velocity in the direction of the original gradient, Vx, normalized by
its value before gradient reversal. Cell tracking revealed persistence of migration in the original direction, against the new

gradient, for at least 5 min (Fig. 2C), suggesting long-term
memory comparable to that observed in the wave experiments.
Strong persistence of migration was also observed in 5-μm–tall
chambers where cells were not flattened (Fig. S5A).
Next, we measured the response of cells to gradient reversals,
0–100 to 100–0 nM, as a function of the change in the local mean
concentration by examining cells in different regions of the
chemotaxis chamber. Cells in the left and right regions of the
chamber experienced increases and decreases in the mean concentration, respectively (Fig. 2D). The reversal time, measured by
quantifying activated Ras and by computing the time for the cell
velocity Vx to drop below a reversal threshold of −2 μm/min,
depended strongly on the change in the mean, with a decrease in
the mean resulting in a significant delay in reversal (Fig. 2D). The
delay in Ras reversal was comparable to the deadaptation time of
the Ras response to uniform stimulation (19, 38), suggesting that
adaptive, short-term memory regulates directional sensing, consistent with the local excitation global inhibition (LEGI) mechanism explained below.
Last, we explored the link between cellular memory and polarity by assaying cells, which had only been developed for 3.5 h.
These cells are less polarized than 5-h-developed cells, as manifested by their rounder shapes (Fig. 3A). Unlike 5-h-developed
cells, the 3.5-h-developed cells did not maintain directed movement in the back of 6-min waves (Fig. 3B). Moreover, 3.5-hdeveloped cells also did not show return of patches to the old
front following the replacement of a 0–100 nM gradient with a
lower uniform concentration and, correspondingly, lost their directional movement (Fig. 3C). Thus, cellular memory, like polarity,
is a function of development, consistent with previous observations
of developing populations showing that the response of cells to
natural waves of cAMP becomes more directed over time (39).
Interestingly, cells treated with the actin inhibitor latrunculin B

Fig. 2. Ras activation dynamics during gradient switches. (A) Kymographs of average normalized RBD-GFP membrane-to-cytoplasm intensity ratio, when a 0–
100 nM gradient is switched to spatially uniform cAMP at the indicated concentrations x (in nanomolar concentration) and image sequence for x = 20 nM
(time in seconds; RBD-GFP patches indicated by arrows). Also shown are the corresponding RBD-GFP patch intensities as a function of time and cell trajectories
for x = 0 and 100 nM following the switch. (B) Average RBD-GFP membrane-to-cytoplasm intensity ratios of the front and back halves of cells under gradient
reversals. (C) Average normalized cell velocity in the direction of the initial gradient, Vx, following reversal at time 0 of a gradient, 0–100 nM, to a weaker or
no gradient (75–25, 60–40, and 50–50 nM). The velocity was averaged only over the cells that failed to reverse to the weaker gradient and instead continued
movement in the original gradient direction. The fractions of cells found to continue movement in the original gradient direction, Ncont/Ntot, is shown in the
legend. (D) Average RBD-GFP membrane-to-cytoplasm intensity ratio for increasing and decreasing local concentrations during a 0–100 to 100–0 nM gradient
reversal and velocity reversal time as a function of the change in local concentration. All error bars represent SEM.
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cellular memory may play an important role in the self-organized
aggregation process by enhancing chemotaxis only after coherent
aggregation centers have formed.

Fig. 3. Development time and cellular memory. (A) Distributions of eccentricity for 3.5-h-developed cells [blue; mean, 0.73 ± 0.07 (SD)] and 5-hdeveloped cells [red; mean, 0.86 ± 0.06 (SD)]. Shown are the time-averaged
eccentricities of cells during a 6-min wave experiment. (B) Vx as a function of
time in 6-min waves for 3.5-h-developed cells and 5-h-developed cells. (C)
Spatial distributions of normalized RBD-GFP membrane-to-cytoplasm intensity
ratio averaged over the time before (−30 to 0 s; black) and after (30–120 s; red)
the switch from 0–100 to 20–20 nM for 3.5- and 5-h-developed cells with the
corresponding trajectories of cells following the switch shown below.
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still displayed a persistent RasGTP patch following the
replacement of a 0–100 nM gradient with uniform 20 nM (Fig.
S5B; compare with Fig. 3C), suggesting that feedback loops involving actin polymerization are not essential for cellular
memory. Although the molecular basis of cellular memory remains to be determined, we speculate that the delayed onset of

Modeling Results
To better understand the coupling between directional sensing
and the observed short- and long-term memory, we modified our
previous mathematical model of adaptation in which an incoherent feedforward loop regulates RasGTP (19). This model
contains a LEGI module in which ligand-bound receptor (R)
activates a membrane localized activator, E, as well as a diffusible inhibitor, I, that both regulate a response element, RE (40).
Quantitative comparisons with the experimental data can be
performed by assuming that RE is RasGTP, as in our earlier
work (19), or that RE directly controls the level of activated Ras,
possibly through an excitable pathway (21, 38). The ratio of the
activator to the inhibitor provides an internal representation of
the gradient, whereas the difference in kinetics between the fast
activator and slow inhibitor enables adaptive dynamics. Amplification is achieved through ultrasensitive regulation of RE by
the local activator E and the global inhibitor I (41). This LEGI
module could not, however, account for the long-term cellular
memory revealed by our experiments (Fig. S6). Therefore, we
coupled the LEGI module to a memory module whose output, M, is regulated by RE, but also positively feeds back to RE
(Fig. 4A). Because the memory observed in our experiments
lasted for greater than 5 min (Fig. 2C), we chose this module to
have bistable rather than simple first-order decay dynamics.
Bistable dynamics display switch-like behavior and have been
incorporated into several models for cell polarity (42–44). In our
module, M is turned on and off through a threshold mechanism
dependent on the history of RE activity.

Fig. 4. Ultrasensitive LEGI coupled to bistable memory model. (A) Schematic of feedforward LEGI regulation of the response element RE by E (local activator)
and I (global inhibitor) with receptor occupancy input R, coupled to a bistable memory module M. M is turned on or off as a bistable switch depending on the
history of RE relative to the thresholds a and b. The output of the LEGI module, RE, is assumed to correspond to the experimentally measured RasGTP. (B)
Model response of front RasGTP for switching from a gradient (0–100 nM) to a uniform concentration [x (nM)]. Compare with Fig. 2A. (C) Model predictions
for 6- and 20-min waves showing the components at the front and back of the cell (upper row) and chemotactic index, computed as CI = (RE + M)/2 (lower
row). Compare with Fig. 1D. (D) Average RBD-GFP membrane-to-cytoplasm intensity ratio at the front (black) and the back (blue) of the cell (from confocal
imaging) and average cell velocity towards the wave source (Vx) measured during a 6-min wave period. Error bars represent SEM.
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The parameters of the model were fitted using a subset of the
single-cell RBD-GFP data (SI Text, Table S1 and Fig. S7A),
together with existing uniform response data (19). With these
fitted parameters, our model accounts for the experimental
RBD-GFP data (Fig. 4B and Fig. S7 B–D). In the absence of
a chemoattractant, M is in its low state and does not contribute
to Ras activation. The kinetics of switching of M are sufficiently
slow that uniform step stimuli do not keep Ras activated long
enough to turn on M. However, in steep static gradients, M gets
activated into its high state at the front of the cell, while
remaining in its low state at the back of the cell. When the
gradient is replaced by a lower uniform concentration, M
remains in its high state and serves as a memory of the initial
gradient. The model reproduces both the fast disappearance of
the RBD-GFP patches, due to the fast activator kinetics, and the
concentration-dependent delay before patch reappearance at
the front of the cell (Fig. 4B), due to the slow degradation of
the inhibitor. Importantly, the relative contribution of M to
Ras activation is small compared with that of the stimuluscontrolled activator E. Consequently, memory does not interfere
significantly with reversals to strong gradients and is only
revealed at the level of Ras activation when initially strong gradients are replaced by weak reversed gradients or uniform stimuli.
We then determined the response of the model, without additional parameter modifications, to traveling wave stimuli (Fig.
4C). In the 6-min wave, Ras is activated in the anterior of the
cell during the passage of the front of the wave but is never
activated in the posterior of the cell in the back of the wave due
to the slow decay of the inhibitor I (SI Text and Fig. S6). Thus,
the temporal dynamics of the LEGI mechanism prevent a reversal in signaling components. The memory at the anterior, on
the other hand, stays on due to its slow switching kinetics (Fig.
4C). In contrast, for 20-min waves, I has sufficient time to decay
as the wave passes over the cell to allow full Ras activation in the
posterior of the cell in the back of the wave (Fig. 4C). Our model
can reproduce the experimental wave data (Fig. 1D) if we assume
that cell motility depends linearly on both M and RasGTP (Fig.
4C and Fig. S8). Then, for 6-min waves, cell migration in the back
of the wave persists in the absence of activated Ras, whereas for
20-min waves cells fully reverse. One prediction of the model is
that Ras does not stay activated in the anterior of the cell in the
back of the wave. This prediction was experimentally verified
using confocal imaging of RBD-GFP localization (Fig. 4D).
Summary
In summary, we have used microfluidics to study chemotaxis in
traveling waves of chemoattractant to gain quantitative insight
into the classic back-of-the-wave problem—how cells avoid reversing direction in the back of the wave, where the spatial gradient reverses. By varying the wave period, we have shown that for
natural wave periods, cells not only avoid reversing direction in
the back of the wave, but in fact continue movement toward the
source for ∼2 min, indicative of cellular memory (Fig. 1). However, for longer wave periods, cells increasingly reverse direction
in the back of the wave, consistent with the high sensitivity of cells
to static spatial gradients. The latter finding shows that cells do not
simply lock in the direction of the spatial gradient in the front of
the wave and that cells are still capable of directional sensing even
when the concentration is decreasing.
Our results suggest that the solution to the back-of-the-wave
problem consists of two parts. First, the ability of cells to not
reverse in the back of the wave can be explained by the adaptive
dynamics of the LEGI mechanism, specifically the slow decay of
the global inhibitor, which provides a short-term memory. For
short wave periods, and correspondingly large wave speeds, the
fast temporal decrease in concentration causes the inhibitor to
stay elevated during the back of the wave and suppress directional sensing, whereas for long wave periods this inhibitor
14452 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1412197111

has sufficient time to decay (SI Text and Fig. S6). Second, the
continued directed movement in the back of the wave can be
explained by a bistable memory mechanism. We have provided
evidence that such a long-term cellular memory is present at
the level of Ras activation, even when actin polymerization is
inhibited (Fig. 2) and only in sufficiently developed, polarized
cells (Fig. 3).
Together, the proposed coupling between the LEGI directional sensing module and the bistable memory module enables
cells to maintain direction when the local concentration decreases
rapidly, while keeping them sensitive to slow gradient reversals.
Future work will be required to further validate this mechanism,
including biochemical identification of the memory module and its
coupling to intracellular oscillators (45, 46). Nonetheless, the essential elements and general framework of adaptive short-term
and long-term cellular memory may be relevant to the directed
migration of other types of chemotactic cells in dynamic gradients.
Materials and Methods
Microfluidic Devices. Custom-made devices were used to generate traveling
waves of chemoattractant (Figs. S1 and S2) and to rapidly alter gradients
(Fig. S3). Further details are provided in SI Text.
Cell Culture and Preparation. Wild-type AX4 cells were transformed with the
plasmid pDm323RafRBD expressing RBD-Raf-GFP, which binds preferentially
to RasG-GTP (32) and with the plasmid pWf38 expressing the PH domain of
CRAC fused to GFP (35). Exponentially growing cells were harvested from
HL5 growth media by centrifugation, washed twice in KN2/Ca buffer
(14.64 mM KH2PO4, 5.35 mM Na2HPO4, 200 μM CaCl2, pH 6.4), and resuspended at 107 cells per mL. The cells were shaken for 5 h with pulses of
50 nM cAMP every 6 min to induce development.
Imaging and Analysis for Wave Experiments. After loading into the chemotaxis
channel, 5-h-developed AX4 cells were incubated for <20 min at uniform 1,000
nM cAMP for small clumps of cells to disperse, before starting a ∼2-h–long
cAMP wave experiment. The 3.5-h-starved cells do not form clumps and
were exposed to uniform 1,000 nM for <5 min before being imaged for 1.5 h
of wave exposure. Differential interference contrast images were taken
every 15 s in four fields of view spanning the width of the chemotaxis
channel using a 10× objective. Cell centroids were tracked in a 450-μm–wide
(x-axis dimension) region in the center of the chemotaxis channel using
Slidebook 5 (Intelligent Imaging Innovations). Tracks were quality-checked
manually for segmentation errors. Tracks showing cell–cell touching or signs
of cell–cell signaling were discarded. Statistical analysis of trajectories was
performed in MATLAB (2012a; The Mathworks).
Cell velocity was measured as the centered difference in position between
subsequent frames divided by the interval between frames (15 s). The time
with respect to the passage of the cAMP peak (phase) was assigned by
measuring the distance of the cell from the peak of the wave relative to the
extent of the sweep. The average CI as a function of time was computed by
averaging equally spaced phase bins of width 1/50. The average Vx as
a function of time was calculated similarly and the net average distance
traveled within one wave period toward the wave source Δx was calculated
as the integral of Vx over one period T. The average migration velocity <Vx>
was calculated as Δx/T. Experiments were repeated at least twice for each
period. The average CI or Vx was found by combining all data for a given
period. Error bars representing day-to-day variation of Δx were calculated as
the RMS deviation of Δx computed from each experiment from Δx computed from the full dataset.
For Fig. 4D, we imaged AX4 cells expressing RBD-GFP and Alexa 594 indicating the cAMP concentration during a 6-min wave. Fluorescent images
(488- and 561-nm excitation) were captured every 10 s with a 63× oil objective on a spinning-disk confocal Zeiss Axio Observer inverted microscope
equipped with a pair of Roper Quantum 512SC cameras using filters to simultaneously collect light at 500–550 nm (green) as well as at 575–650 nm
(red). Images were collected in Slidebook 5 (Intelligent Imaging Innovations).
Cells were captured with seven planes and the maximum intensity projection
image was analyzed for RBD-GFP localization using Slidebook 5 (Intelligent
Imaging Innovations) and MATLAB (2012a; The Mathworks).
Imaging and Analysis for Gradient Switching Experiments. Cells expressing
RBD-GFP were loaded into the flow-through channels of the gradient switching
devices (SI Text) and attached to the glass substrate before establishment
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of the gradient. Cells were imaged as they migrated across the gradient
chambers and the gradient was switched using solenoid valves when the
cell reached the center of the chamber. Fluorescent images were taken
every 2 s of RBD-GFP and Alexa 594 indicating the cAMP concentration
with a 63× objective using Slidebook 5 (Intelligent Imaging Innovations).
Cell segmentation and analysis of membrane intensity were performed
using custom software in MATLAB (2012a; The Mathworks) (37). The
outline of the cell was parameterized by 200–300 nodes and the membrane intensity for each node was defined as the average intensity of
pixels closest to the node in a ∼1-μm-thick region. Membrane intensity
was normalized by the average cytoplasmic intensity defined as the average intensity of the inner region of the cell more than ∼2 μm from the
boundary. For the kymographs in Fig. 2, the time course of membrane
intensity was averaged over multiple cells by aligning and normalizing the
membrane perimeter for each cell. Each cell was aligned in the gradient
direction by rotating the membrane intensity vector at each time point
such that the rear of the membrane defined the edges of the kymograph.
The rear was defined as the center of the largest region of the membrane with
nodes further from the gradient direction than the cell centroid. This definition

is robust for cells with multiple pseudopodia. Patch intensity was defined as
the average membrane intensity over a 5-μm patch at the “front” of the cell,
with front defined as the direction of movement (Fig. 2A). The time courses in
Fig. 2A were normalized by the average patch intensity before the switch.
For the velocity data in Fig. 2 C and D, AX4 cells were tracked in the
gradient chambers for 2 h as the gradient was automatically reversed every
5 min. Cells were imaged using a 10× objective with Slidebook 5 (Intelligent
Imaging Innovations) and tracked manually using ImageJ (National Institutes
of Health, Bethesda, MD). The trajectories were analyzed in MATLAB (2012a;
The Mathworks).
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simulated annealing technique. Results were plotted in MATLAB (2012a; The
Mathworks). For details, see SI Text.
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